
Kashmir Tour  
 
 

Duration : (06Nights / 07Days) 
Srinagar - Pahalgam – Gulmarg - Verinag – Kokernag 

Day 1:- Arrive Srinagar Airport 
On arrival in srinagar airport, meet and greet us and transfer to houseboat, check -in houseboat. Kashmir is also 
known as "paradise on earth" and "the venice of asia". Dinner and overnight at houseboat. 

 

Day 2:- Srinagar-Pahalgam 

After early breakfast check-out from houseboat and proceed to pahalgam "village of shepherds" enroute visiting the 
world famous saffron growing fields, awantipura ruins and martand temple (sun temple). Pahalgam is also famous for 
indian film industry (bollywood). On arrival in pahalgam check-in hotel. Pahalgam is also famous for some trekking 
routes & also base camp for amaranth pilgrimage. Enjoy the natural beauty and river lidder.dinner and overnight at 
hotel. 

 

Day 3:- Pahalgam 

After breakfast leave for full day tour of pahalgam. One can go to chandanwari (16 kms) is starting point of amarnath 
pilgrimage "the abode of shiva", aru (10 kms from pahalgam) has a fine meadows of picturesque scenery and starting 
point of trekking of (liddarwat, kolahoi glacier, tarsar lake).dinner and overnight at hotel. 

 

Day 4:- Pahalgam - Gulmarg 

After breakfast check-out from houseboat and proceed to gulmarg on arrival in gulmarg check-in hotel. gulmarg is 
also known as "meadow of flowers" and is a famous golf course during summer (which is one of the highest 18-hole 
golf course in the world) and ski resort during winter.gulmarg a legendary beauty, prime location & proximity to 
srinagar naturally make it one of the premier hills in the country. originally called 'gaurimarg' by shepherds, its present 
name was given in the 16th century by sultan yusuf shah, who was inspired by the sight of its grassy slopes 
emblazoned with wild flowers. it was a favorite haunt of emperor jehangir who once collected 21 different varieties of 
flowers from here. today gulmarg is not merely a mountain resort of exceptional beauty but also a the highest green 
golf course in the world, at an altitude of 2,650 m, & is the country's premier ski resort in the winter. also known as 
the"meadow of wild flowers",dinner and overnight at hotel. 
 
 

 



Day 5:- Gulmarg – Srinagar local sightseeing 

After breakfast check-out from hotel and proceed to srinagar. On arrival in srinagar check-in hotel .after refreshment 
leave for local sightseeing tour of mughal gardens visiting cheshmashahi (the royal spring), nishat (the garden of 
pleasure), shalimar (the abode of love) and famous shankracharya temple. Dinner and overnight at hotel. 

 

Day 6:- Srinagar – Sonmarg-Srinagar 

After breakfast leave for full day excursion to sonmarg (9000 fts a.s.l) the "the golden meadow". Sonmarg is the 
beginning of the enchanted journey into a natural wonderland. Surrounded by mountains upto 5300 meters high the 
valley is divided by a spur of the "thajwas range". Baltal (the base camp for amaranth pilgrimage) 15 kms. North of 
sonamarg. This little valley lies at the foot hill of zojila.evening return back to srinagar, dinner and overnight at hotel. 

 

Day 7:- Srinagar – Verinag – Kokernag – Srinagar 

After breakfast visit verinag famous water spring made by mughals.it also had a beautiful garden this spring water 
falls into jehlum river. After that we visit to kokernag, situated in the heart of bringhi valley, kokernag (2,020 m, 70 
kms from srinagar), is set amidst sprawling gardens fragrant with the bloom of thousands of flowers. The kokernag 
spring bubbles at seven places at the foot of the forested mountain. The water of the spring is famous for its 
medicinal and digestive properties.evening return to srinagar , dinner and overnight at hotel. 

 

Day 7:- Depature 

After breakfast, day is free till your connective flight to delhi or any other destination. 

 

 


